WEATHER REPORT
TODAYS WEATHER, SLOPE AND MOUNTAIN CONDITIONS

Time: May 2, 2020 3:30 AM

Zugspitze

Weather: light sleet
Visibility: 100 m up to 1 km
Wind: 37 km/h from W
Temperatures: Glacier -2° / Peak -5°
Snow depth: Glacier

Current information:
Due to the latest developments related to COVID-19 Bayerische Zugspitzbahn has closed Zugspitze and Garmisch-Classic area as of Monday, March 16th 2020.
These precautional measures are aimed at combating and limiting the spread of COVID-19 and are meant to be for the good of our guests and employees. When Zugspitze & Garmisch-Classic will go into operation again is not known at this point. The local public transport with cogwheel train and EVG busses is guaranteed between Garmisch-Partenkirchen and Grainau until further notice.
We have been and still are in close contact with the local authorities and will inform you further on here on zugspitze.de

Garmisch-Classic

Weather: light sleet
Visibility: up to 3km
Wind: 4 km/h from N
Temperatures: Valley 13° / Mountain 3°
Snow depth: Mountain 88cm

Current information:
Due to the latest developments related to COVID-19 Bayerische Zugspitzbahn has closed Zugspitze and Garmisch-Classic area as of Monday, March 16th 2020.
These precautional measures are aimed at combating and limiting the spread of COVID-19 and are meant to be for the good of our guests and employees. When Zugspitze & Garmisch-Classic will go into operation again is not known at this point. The local public transport with cogwheel train and EVG busses is guaranteed between Garmisch-Partenkirchen and Grainau until further notice.
We have been and still are in close contact with the local authorities and will inform you further on here on zugspitze.de

Cable cars / Lifts
- ✔ Cable car Zugspitze
- ✔ Cogwheel train
- ✔ Glacier cable car
- ✔ Sonnenkar (Ger-Sesselbahn)
- ✔ Wetterwandeck (Ger-Sesselbahn)
- ✔ Schneefemerkopf I + II
- ✔ Skilift Weißes Tal
- ✔ Brunntalift

Slopes
- ✔ Downhill Riffelriß

Attractions
- ✔ Sledge run Sonnenkar
- ✔ Sledge run Wetterwandeck
- ✔ Family toboganning slope Schneefemerkopf
- ✔ Igloo village
- ✔ Ski rental Zugspitze
- ✔ Trainstop Riffelriß

Cable cars / Lifts
- ✔ Hausbergbahn
- ✔ Kreuzeckbahn
- ✔ Alpsspitzenbahn
- ✔ Hochalmhahn
- ✔ Adamswiesenlift
- ✔ Kreuzwank-Ski-Express
- ✔ C1 Übungslift
- ✔ C2 Rimmer-Moos-Lift I
- ✔ C2 Rimmer-Moos-Lift II
- ✔ Kinderland
- ✔ Tröglift
- ✔ Kandahar-Express
- ✔ Hexenkesselnbahn
- ✔ Wankbahn cable car
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